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Abstract: Insurance is a data-rich sector, hosting large volumes of customer data that is analysed
to evaluate risk. Machine learning techniques are increasingly used in the effective management
of insurance risk. Insurance datasets by their nature, however, are often of poor quality with noisy
subsets of data (or features). Choosing the right features of data is a significant pre-processing step in
the creation of machine learning models. The inclusion of irrelevant and redundant features has been
demonstrated to affect the performance of learning models. In this article, we propose a framework
for improving predictive machine learning techniques in the insurance sector via the selection of
relevant features. The experimental results, based on five publicly available real insurance datasets,
show the importance of applying feature selection for the removal of noisy features before performing
machine learning techniques, to allow the algorithm to focus on influential features. An additional
business benefit is the revelation of the most and least important features in the datasets. These
insights can prove useful for decision making and strategy development in areas/business problems
that are not limited to the direct target of the downstream algorithms. In our experiments, machine
learning techniques based on a set of selected features suggested by feature selection algorithms
outperformed the full feature set for a set of real insurance datasets. Specifically, 20% and 50% of
features in our five datasets had improved downstream clustering and classification performance
when compared to whole datasets. This indicates the potential for feature selection in the insurance
sector to both improve model performance and to highlight influential features for business insights.

Keywords: feature selection; feature reduction; machine learning; insurance insights; insurance
data analytics

1. Introduction

The insurance sector by nature has been an intensively data-driven industry for many
years, with insurance companies managing large quantities of customer data. The busi-
ness of insurance is based on the analysis of data to understand and effectively evaluate
risk. The insurer makes use of actuaries and actuarial science techniques to analyse in-
surance data to perform core roles. Therefore, insurance data can be claimed to be a
dominant force in the sector [1]. Enhancing the quality of insurance data through appro-
priate pre-processing should improve the estimation process by increasing data quality.
Examples of pre-processing tasks include handling of missing values [2], managing out-
liers [3], binning numerical data to create categories [4], and better handling categorical
data correlation/association [5].

The use of machine learning in the non-life insurance industry can be divided into
three categories: actuarial, fraud detection, and customer behaviour. Actuaries carry out
two tasks relevant to machine learning: calculating how much an insurance policy should
cost, which is called pricing or ratemaking, and calculating how much money an insurer
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should set aside for the payment of future claims, which is called reserving. The nature of
insurance data (especially aggregated data) and the detailed domain requirements means
that bespoke domain specific models are required within the actuarial category. Fraud
detection and customer behaviour (churn and propensity to buy) are however amenable
to the application of more general machine learning techniques, such that advances in
other domains can be applied to problems found in these categories. To give an example,
techniques for detecting credit card fraud can be used to detect insurance fraud [6] and
techniques developed for churning in the supermarket sector can also be applied to the
insurance sector [7].

In training datasets for supervised learning, redundant and irrelevant features have
been demonstrated to affect the performance of learning models. Taking the commonly
used Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm, the identification of important features
significantly improves the robustness of SVM learning models [8], with such models being
sensitive to noisy features. SVM models aim to optimise the kernel of the data, where
these models suppose that the kernel matrix of training data is positive definite. However,
the positive definite assumption cannot be ensured because of the influence of noisy
features. Therefore, it is recommended to decrease the influence of noisy features to build
robust SVM-based models [9].

Insurance databases tend to contain multiple redundant and irrelevant attributes.
These attributes negatively affect the accuracy of prediction of insurance reserve prediction
techniques. Therefore, it is intuitively important to apply/embed feature selection prior
to the creation of Machine Learning (ML) models in order to strip out low influence
features. Furthermore, improving the model prediction power by feature selection and
dimensionality reduction holds promise towards improving the processing and accuracy of
many insurance problems such as insurance reserve prediction, customer retention, policy
price, and insurance fraud detection. In our related works section we outline both the
application of ML in the insurance sector and discuss various techniques used to implement
feature selection. Above and beyond improved algorithmic performance, feature selection
reveals the most and least influential features in a dataset for the model task in question.
Domain experts can use these insights for practical purposes immediately or as a starting
point for further investigations [10].

Contributions

This paper highlights the presence and influence of poor data quality on machine
learning algorithms using insurance datasets. It brings feature selection and machine
learning together in the insurance sector aiming towards the creation of more robust
ML models and predictive domain insights. It emphasizes the role of feature selection
techniques in improving insurance insights. Our specific contributions are as follows:

• We highlight the influence of noisy, redundant and/or irrelevant features in lessening
the accuracy of machine learning algorithms. We show that feature selection can
lead to better predictive/classification models in insurance, through removal of noisy
features.

• We demonstrate how feature selection can lead to domain insights through examina-
tion of the features which most contribute to model decisions.

• We have used the proposed framework to improve the performance of machine
learning algorithms on real insurance datasets.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 highlights different applications
of machine learning in the insurance sector and reviews feature selection algorithms for
mixed data which are suitable for insurance datasets. Our methodology for improving the
application of machine learning in the insurance sector is presented in Section 3. Section 4
introduces a comparative study based on benchmark datasets. The discussion is presented
in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2. Related Works

This section provides a brief overview of the literature on applications of machine
learning in the insurance sector as well as the common feature selection methodologies for
mixed datasets.

2.1. Machine Learning Applications in Insurance Sector

As mentioned previously, one of the main applications of machine learning in insur-
ance is in actuarial tasks. While both reserving and pricing actuaries have long made use
of linear models, research into the applicability of newer, more advanced, and non-linear
techniques has been slow, and it is only relatively recently that this area has attracted much
attention [11]. In both ratemaking and reserving, two key motivations behind research
into machine learning techniques are (1) the realisation that the factors determining the
appropriate rate or reserve are too complex to be modelled in a linear fashion and (2) the
availability of more data both in terms of quantity and diversity (including text, image, and
telematics) [11–13].

In ratemaking, the traditional method is Generalized Linear Models (GLM) [14,15].
The response variable of these models can have a Gamma or Poisson distribution [16]. This
makes them particularly suitable for ratemaking as both claims severity and frequency
need to be estimated and claim severity is often Gamma distributed, while the Poisson
distribution is used to fit claim frequency [16]. Generalized Additive Models (GAM) go
beyond GLMs in the ability to find non-linear relationships and have been explored firstly
by Denuit et al. [17] and more recently by Klein et al. [18]. Neural networks have been
part of the research into ratemaking for more than 20 years and have also been studied
more recently; they show particular promise in modelling non-linear relationships that are
not captured by more basic models [11,19,20]. Wong et al. [11] mention an issue we have
encountered in our own study; machine learning models, particularly neural networks,
require large datasets. However, the confidential nature of insurance data means that large
publicly available datasets are few and far between [11].

The other actuarial function, reserving, has been dominated by the chain ladder
method. Mack [21] gives a good overview of the early debate on this topic. The key to
the chain ladder method is reserve triangles. Reserve triangles are matrices that track
accumulating claims data (number of claims and value) over time. A stochastic process is
then used to generate the run-off matrices from the reserve triangles. These run-off matrices
are used in estimating the final reserve value. Finally, stochastic regression models are used
in predicting the insurance reserve values for these claims.

The models aim to predict the future development (frequency and value) of claims
based on previous patterns. While the models perform adequately for large claim portfolios,
they cannot cope with changes in patterns of behaviour that give rise to claims, whether
social, economic, or random. These models also work with aggregated data, which means
data related to individual claims or small groups of claims is not taken into account. This
in turn means that the output of these models has little use for reserving at an individual
claim level [10–12]. In addition, non-structured data which contains information about
factors affecting the value of claims and hence the appropriate reserve is lost to the model.

Research has addressed these issues. Machine learning techniques that are not depen-
dent on past behaviour continuing into the future have been applied to reserve prediction.
Tree based techniques, SVM, neural networks and deep learning techniques are among the
approaches [22–25]. These techniques can also utilise a greater range of features combining
numerical, categorical and textual data in the same model. Attention has also been paid to
applying machine learning techniques at an individual claim level [26,27].

Insurance fraud detection is another area within the insurance domain in which ma-
chine learning can play a part. As mentioned previously, fraud detection in the insurance
domain can be viewed as an industry specific application of more general machine learning
techniques rather than a unique problem. As discussed by Gomes et al. [6], most indus-
try approaches to this problem understand the problem as a classification problem and
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apply supervised learning models in an attempt to classify claims as fraudulent or not.
Itri et al. [28] provide good examples of this approach. These approaches face two related
problems; first, there is no natural fraud label in insurance claims data, so data must be
labelled by hand and this process is subject to error and inconsistency. Second, fraud is
a major problem for insurance companies, but the vast majority of insurance claims are
not fraudulent, so datasets suffer from a class imbalance. Hassan et al. [29] provide one
approach to the problem of class imbalance. An alternative approach is not to aim to
improve the existing machine learning approach incrementally but to look to text mining,
deep learning, and unsupervised learning. Wang et al. [30] combine text mining with deep
learning to propose a framework for the detection of fraudulent motor insurance claims.
They first use Latent Dirichlet Allocation on the description of accidents contained in claims
document to extract features and then combine these with traditional features in a deep
neural network model. They report that their results outperform traditional supervised
learning approaches. Gomes et al. [6] utilise a deep neural network in combination with
unsupervised techniques. We note, however, the need for very large datasets and the
production of opaque black-box models with the use of deep learning.

Another area where there is scope for machine learning is churn prediction or the
propensity to buy an insurance product. Again the techniques utilised to tackle this issue in
insurance can readily draw from other industries, including financial services. The literature
in the field specifically related to insurance, especially if we exclude medical insurance in
the USA, is relatively sparse. An overview of how traditional machine learning techniques
can be applied in this area is provided in [7,31]. How neural networks can supplement a
tree model is shown in [8]. Although they are working with supermarket data, we would
expect similar outcomes with insurance data.

2.2. Feature Selection Techniques

In this section, we provide an overview of feature selection approaches. We then give
a more detailed description for the specific feature selection methods used in our study.

Feature selection techniques based on the selection strategy can be classified into three
types: wrapper, filter and embedded [32].

Wrapper methods employ a predefined supervised or unsupervised learning algo-
rithm to find the best subsets of features that improve the classification accuracy or cluster-
ing quality of corresponding learning algorithms [33,34]. Therefore, they are dependent
on the learning algorithm. Wrapper feature selection techniques often get high perfor-
mance measures but they consume high computational time to run. Moreover, the group
of selected features for a certain dataset may be changed if another learning algorithm
is used. They are limited to being employed in conjunction with a specified learning
algorithm [35]. Filter feature selection techniques are independent of the machine learning
algorithm used. They use general characteristics of features such as variance, consistency,
correlation, and information to pick features without involving any machine learning
algorithms [36]. Despite the fact that filter based feature selection methods do not often
outperform wrapper-based methods, they are widely used in the literature because they
are typically fast, scalable, and applicable to high-dimensional data. Furthermore, they are
usually performed before classification, and thus they they are not biased towards learning
algorithms [4]. Embedded techniques combine characteristics of both filter and wrapper
methods. They usually employ feature selection in conjunction with predefined learning
process similar to wrapper methods but they do not iterate the learning algorithm, which
is in contrast to original wrapper methods. Therefore, they are more efficient than wrapper
methods but they do not typically outperform them [37,38].

In this article, we choose filter based feature selection methods to demonstrate and
investigate the potential for feature selection on insurance datasets, due to their wide use
in the literature and independence of the learning algorithm used.

Structured insurance datasets are typically mixed containing a mix of numeric and
categorical data so techniques suited to mixed data will be considered.
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Filter based feature selection methods make use of some intrinsic properties to com-
pute a score for each feature. These methods evaluate the relevance of the features either
individually or jointly. They usually require the identification of the target number of se-
lected features or the desired percentage of total number of features such as 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8.
There are two methodologies for selecting features: ranking based methods or selection
based methods. The selection based features selection is an iterative method wherein the
algorithm starts with the best performing feature in the result set. Next, it adds another
feature that gives the best performance in combination with the features in the result set
until the desired number of features is reached. However, ranking based methods compute
a relevance score for each feature, ranking all features based on this score. Next, they choose
the top percentage of features that have the best scores. To demonstrate the potential for
feature selection, we need to use several methods to remove reliance on any single set of
results. We select the following four feature selection techniques that are suitable for mixed
datasets: the Greedy Feature Selection Algorithm (GFSA) [39], the Laplacian Score (LS) [40],
the spectral algorithm (Spec) [41], and the Unsupervised Spectral Feature Selection Method
(USFSM) [42]. We will explain each of these below.

Before moving on to explain the four techniques that we have used, we highlight
some new approaches that stand out as interesting. Since our purpose in this paper is to
demonstrate the value of feature selection for insurance domain and not to assess state
of art feature selection techniques, we will only briefly outline these developments. The
first Paniri et al. paper [43] developed a filter feature selection algorithm based on Ant
Colony Optimisation (ACO). Their approach specially designed for multi-labelled data
uses artificial agents called ants whose behaviour is modelled on real ants. As the ants
traverse the feature space they leave a pheromone trail which is updated in each iteration.
At the end of all iterations the top k features with the highest pheromone intensity are
selected. The search for the most informative features is modelled as a graph with nodes
representing features. In contrast to previous ACO approaches where the initial pheromone
value for each node is a constant, the authors here initialise the pheromone values by
calculating the normalized cosine similarity between each feature and class label. Ants
are randomly placed on nodes and the next step of the ants is decided by a decision
policy. Interestingly, the heuristics involved in the decision making take account of both
redundancy, the correlation between the features, and relevancy, the correlation between
features and class labels. The pheromone values of each node are then updated and the
process is repeated until the maximum number of iterations is reached.

Recent ensemble-based feature selection methods are proposed: Ensemble of Feature
Selection Multi-Criteria Decision-Making (EFS-MCMD) algorithm [44] and Pareto-based
Ensemble of Feature Selection (PEFS) algorithm [45]

In EFS-MCMD, the authors combine the understanding of how it may be possible to
improve the robustness of feature selection methods through using more than one algorithm
with the idea that using the Multi-Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM) process may get the
best results from the ensemble model. Ensemble methods aim to overcome the problem of
a single feature selection algorithm finding only a local optima of selected features from
the whole feature space. Combining the output of multiple feature selection algorithms can
overcome this problem and improve accuracy. Ensemble feature selection methods can be
divided into two categories: homogeneous and heterogeneous. Homogeneous approaches
partition the data into subsets and apply a single feature selection algorithm to each subset
and then combine the ranking from each subset. Heterogeneous approaches apply multiple
feature selection algorithms to the whole dataset and combine the results of each algorithm
into a final ranking. The authors use a heterogeneous approach.

EFS-MCDMs are methods where multiple and sometimes conflicting opinions and
criteria are weighed to reach the best alternatives and are particularly useful for solving
problems where ranking is required. The authors use the VIKOR (from Serbian: Vlsekriter-
ijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje) method for solving the MCDM problem
which involves constructing a decision matrix. This implementation of the VIKOR method
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takes the proposed top k most relevant features of each feature selection algorithm as
criteria for the decision matrix. The VIKOR method ranks the features by the VIKOR
index value. The method proceeds in the following way. The user selects the number of
features required, the ensemble feature selection algorithm is run, and then the VIKOR
method is applied to find the most relevant features. The results based on experiments
with real-world datasets are impressive in terms of accuracy, f-score, and run-time.

Another ensemble feature selection algorithm is PEFS [45]. It employs multiple filter
based feature selection algorithms and multi-objective optimization techniques to obtain
the final optimal feature subset (dominant solution). If there is no single optimal solution,
the feature selection algorithms in PEFS deliver a set of trade-off solutions called the Pareto
optimal set. These solutions are called non-dominated solutions. PEFS formulates the
problem of feature selection as a Pareto-based optimization problem with two objectives. It
employs four different feature selection algorithms and then combines their results using
two aggregation methods. It evaluates these results using a bi-objective optimization.
The features are ranked according to their crowding distance in the bi-objective space.
In multi-objectives optimization literature, the crowding distance of a solution estimates
the density of surrounding solutions [46]. PEFS utilises a combination of redundancy and
relevancy feature selection techniques to give a higher ranking to the features which have
the higher relevancy score and the lowest redundancy score.

Here, we discuss the candidate feature selection algorithms for use in our work. LS
and Spec algorithms are feature selection techniques for continuous datasets. Thus, each
nominal feature is replaced by an ordinal feature. Each category is transformed by an
integer that represents its order of appearance within this column. We have chosen these
methods because they are widely used in the literature because they are typically scalable
and applicable to high-dimensional data [42].

The Greedy Feature Selection Algorithm (GFSA) [39] is based on selecting the set of
features that has the minimum association amongst them. This algorithm searches for a
diverse and minimally dependent set of features. It formulates the feature selection problem
as an optimization problem. GFSA handles categorical as well as numerical features.
The GFSA algorithm follows a step-by-step procedure to find the desired dimension
that minimizes the multiple associations among them. It starts with choosing the least
dependent pair of features. Then it increases the solution by one feature at each iteration
until it reaches the desired number of features. The GFSA algorithm assumes that the
incoming feature should have the minimum pair-wise association with one feature in the
solution set. It then computes the multiple association for all candidate sets and selects the
set with the least multiple association [39].

The Laplacian Score (LS) [40] is a filter based feature selection algorithm. The LS
feature selection is designed only for continuous data. The Eigensystem of the Laplacian
matrix is employed to measure the relevance of each feature. The Laplacian matrix is
computed from the similarities among objects. The features are ranked according to their
Laplacian scores which reflect locality preserving power of a single feature. The LS score
relies on the geometric structure of objects. At the beginning, the LS algorithm builds a
nearest neighbour graph G. Each node represents a feature. Two nodes are IFF and one
node is among the k nearest neighbours of the other node. It then computes a Laplacian
score for each feature based on the k nearest neighbour graph, which is used a measure
its power of locality preserving. The LS looks for those features that respect this graph
structure [40].

The spectral feature selection method, Spec, [41] relies on the spectral graph theory.
The Spec algorithm utilizes the intrinsic properties to construct a similarity graph, G,
to represent the dataset. The relevance of features is measured by their consistency with
the structure of the similarity graph among objects. Moreover, a similarity score for each
feature is computed. This score should be consistent with the graph structure. The Spec
algorithm computes a consistency score for each feature to measure the coherence between
this feature and the nontrivial eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix.
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The Unsupervised Spectral Feature Selection Method (USFSM), is an unsupervised
feature selection technique for mixed data. It is based on building a similarity matrix
between objects using a kernel function. The kernel function makes use of distance functions
for numeric and nominal features. The structural information of the data is contained in
the spectrum of the Laplacian matrix through the separation of its elements.

This algorithm determines the relevance of a feature by measuring the change of
spectrum distribution of the Normalized Laplacian matrix when a feature is excluded.
A leave-one-out strategy is iteratively used to compute a spectral gap score for each feature.
It then ranks features based on spectral gap score.

In the next section, we explain our framework for applying feature selection.

3. Proposed Framework

Our aim is to demonstrate and investigate feature selection on insurance datasets. We
present our approach to applying feature selection as a framework, explained in two parts:
defining the problem statement and presenting the proposed framework.

3.1. Problem Statement

Finding the most influential insurance features can be formally expressed as follows:
Given:

• A insurance dataset, D, consisting of v = p + q mixed features, where

– p: The number of quantitative features and;
– q: The number of qualitative features.

Find:

• The best representative set of features.

Objective

• Identify irrelevant and redundant feature.
• Improve machine learning accuracy.

3.2. Framework Description

Our proposed framework aims to highlight the importance of employing feature
selection algorithms prior to applying machine learning algorithms for insurance data. The
steps of the proposed framework are shown in Algorithm 1.
Input:

• D: A Mixed Insurance Dataset containing v Mixed features.
• C: List of candidate feature selection algorithms.
• π: predefined set of features percentages.

Output:

• S: The best representative set of features to represent D.

Algorithm 1 Proposed framework for identifying most influential attributes in insur-
ance datasets

1: for < each feature selection algorithm ci in C> do
2: for < each each percentage πj of selected feature in π> do
3: Dij ← Identify selected feature by Algorithm ci
4: Apply intended machine learning algorithm on Dij
5: Compute performing measures
6: end for
7: end for
8: Identify Dij that gets best performance results
9: return Dij
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The proposed framework requires the input datasets, the list of numbers of desired
features, and the choice of candidate feature selection algorithms. For each pair of fea-
ture selection algorithm and percentage of feature selection, the set of classification and
clustering-based performance measures is computed. It then returns the set of features of
required size that has the best performance measures.

4. Methods and Materials

In this section, we aim to discover insurance insights and improve the performance
of machine learning in the insurance sector through examining the effect of our proposed
framework to highlight the importance of feature engineering in focusing, ranking, and
selecting influential features. We examine the candidate feature selection methods based
on the accuracy measures of machine learning algorithms before and after applying the
feature selection algorithm on insurance datasets to highlight the importance of the usage
of feature engineering, before applying machine learning techniques in the insurance sector.

In these experiments, parameter settings for comparative published methods were
fixed according to the recommendation of their respective authors. We implement GFSA
in the R language. Fernandez et al. [42] kindly provided us with their Java program for
computing USFSM. Both the LS and Spec algorithms are provided in an R-package named
"Rdimtools" for Dimension Reduction and Estimation Methods. All experiments were run
in R, using a computer with an Intel Core i7-6600U 2.60 GHz processor with 16 GB DDR4
RAM, running 64-bit Windows 10.

4.1. Experimental Design

We propose an experimental design for highlighting the effect of employing feature
selection algorithms before applying machine learning tasks for insurance. All experiments
were run on a computer with an Intel Core i7-6600U processor running at 2.60 GHz using
16 GB of RAM, running Windows 10. In these experiments, we make use of the following
candidate feature selection algorithms:

1. GFSA: The Greedy Feature Selection Algorithm [39];
2. LS: The Laplacian Score [40];
3. Spec: The Spectral Algorithm [41] ;
4. USFSM: The Unsupervised Spectral Feature Selection Method [42].

For each candidate algorithm, we have applied different proportions of selected
features, π = {0.2, 0.5, and 0.8}. All algorithms apart from GFSA are ranked-based feature
selection algorithms, which means that they rank all features according to their relevance.
We then use this ranking to identify the top π percentage of these features. GFSA, however,
requires the number of desired features, M, in advance as an input parameter. Therefore,
we run GFSA with each value of π that we wish to investigate. We have 12 configurations,
consisting of 4 algorithms across 3 proportions of selected features. We compute the
downstream evaluation measures for each configuration. These evaluation measures are
also computed for whole datasets (all features) to provide our baseline without the use of
FS selection. Finally, we select the set of features that has the best performance measures.

We would like to mention that all candidates solutions, except GFSA, are sensitive
to the number of objects (observations) in the dataset. These techniques are challenging
to run when the number of observations is high because their time complexity increases
non-linearly as the number of observations increases. These algorithms, except GFSA,
could not be applied for long datasets such as D4 in Table 1.
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Table 1. Insurance datasets’ description.

Id Dataset Name
No. of Columns No. of No. of

Numerical Categorical Total Rows Classes

D1 Car Insurance Cold Calls 10 8 18 4000 2

D2 Medical insurance claim fraud 5 7 12 7000 2

D3 Caravan Insurance Challenge 76 10 86 9822 2

D4 Health_Insurance_Lead_Prediction 6 6 12 50,882 2

D5 Insurance company-
Customers willing to buy a new product 10 3 13 14,017 2

4.2. Real Insurance Datasets

For our work, we looked for insurance benchmark datasets in the public machine
learning repositories, e.g., UCI [47] and Kaggle [48]. We excluded many insurance datasets
because they are either not annotated or lacked meta information (such as feature titles) for
interpretation, finally selecting five insurance datasets for this comparison. These datasets
are publicly available from the Kaggle machine learning repository [48]. Furthermore, we
manually prune the features to remove individual identifiers or constant features. Table 1
shows the characteristics of selected datasets, describing each of the datasets as set out in
the repository [48].

The first dataset, Car Insurance Cold Calls, is a dataset from a bank, which constructs
campaigns to engage new clients for car insurance services. The bank needs to predict
whether those potential customers will buy car insurance or not based on their data from
previous campaigns. It provides general information about clients and specific information
about the insurance campaigns. This dataset consists of 18 attributes (after removing the id
attribute) in relation to 4000 customers contacted during the last campaign.

The Medical Insurance Claim Fraud dataset relates to the detection of health insurance
fraud claims based on patients’ data. It provides general information about insurance claims
and their owners such as gender, location, employer, cause, and fee charged. The original
datasets contain 15 attributes and 7000 claims. However, we removed 3 noisy attributes:
patient name, DOB, and email.

The Caravan Insurance Challenge dataset was used in the CoIL 2000 challenge [49]. It
contains socio-demographic information about clients of an insurance company to predict
which potential customer will buy a caravan insurance policy. It consists of 86 attributes
and 9822 observations.

The Health Insurance Lead Prediction dataset was collected by a financial services
company. This company built this dataset to predict whether a client is interested in its
recommended medical insurance policies based on their profile on the company website.
The client information includes demographics information and previous holding polices.
The customer is classified as a lead if she/he fills in the policy form. Its training dataset
consists of 50,882 rows and 13 attributes after removing the individual identifier attribute
for prediction, “Id”.

The final dataset is named Insurance Company. It aims to identify customers willing to
buy a new insurance product. It contains customer information and their buying behaviour
of two other services. It consists of 15 attributes and 14,017 customers. We removed two
features, customer-id and contract, because contract contains a constant value which has
0 variance, so it cannot be used for extracting any interesting information.

4.3. Evaluating Measures

We have chosen two types of machine learning tasks: classification-based approach for
supervised learning and clustering-based approach for unsupervised learning, to demon-
strate the effect of features selection algorithm in machine learning for insurance datasets.
We followed the standard methodology for evaluating feature selection methods [42].
To evaluate the clustering performance of insurance datasets before and after feature
selection, we utilise the well-known clustering algorithm for clustering mixed data k-
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prototypes [50]. In the comparison, two clustering measures are used: clustering accuracy
(C-ACC) and normalized mutual information (NMI). The C-ACC is calculated as follows

C-ACC(θ) = ∑−i = 1n δ(p, map(qi))

n
, (1)

where n is the total number of observations and δ(a, b) = 1 if a = b : otherwise δ(a, b) = 0,
and map(qi) is a mapping function that permutes clustering labels to get the best match
with the true labels based on the Kuhn–Munkres algorithm [51]. The C-ACC values range
from 0 to 1; the clustering is better when the C-ACC is higher.

For clustering results (P) and true labels (Q), NMI [40] is defined as:

NMI(θ) =
I(P, Q)

max(H(P), H(Q))
, (2)

where H(P) and H(Q) are the entropies of P and Q, respectively, and I(P, Q) is the mutual
information [52] between P and Q, which is defined as:

I(P, Q) = ∑
pi∈P∧qj∈Q

p(pi, qj) log2
p(pi, qj)

p(pi) p(qj)
. (3)

In the classification evaluation-based approach, two classification techniques, Support
Vector Machine (SVM) and K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN), are used to evaluate classification
accuracy: the ratio between the correctly classified objects and the total number of objects.

4.4. Experimental Results Analysis

The clustering accuracy for selected datasets is shown in Table 2. For each dataset, Di
in the table displays 3 groups (rows) of results. Each row indicates results corresponding to
a percentage of selected features, π = M

v , is set to 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8. As shown in Table 2,
there is at least one subset of features that has better clustering accuracy than the whole
dataset. This indicates the existence of noisy features, which reduces the clustering accuracy
of the whole dataset. If we remove these noisy features the performance will improve.
For example, with D1, 9 out of 12 configurations using FS algorithms lead to higher
clustering accuracy than using the full dataset. The best clustering accuracy for D1, 0.6613,
is found when we select 0.5 of features by Spec Algorithm. The best clustering accuracy for
D2 and D3 occurs when we select 0.2 of features by Spec Algorithm. We found that if we
select 0.2 of features in D1, D2, D3, and D5, by Spec Algorithm, we will get better clustering
accuracy than by applying the clustering algorithm to the whole dataset.

Table 3 shows the NMI results for the selected 5 datasets. Similar to clustering accuracy,
for all datasets, there is at least one subset of features which outperforms using the whole
dataset in terms of NMI. This emphasizes the existence of noisy features that negatively
affect the NMI accuracy of the whole dataset. For example, all subsets of features, recom-
mended by all algorithms in D1, have NMI accuracy better than the whole dataset. The best
NMI accuracies are found when we select 0.5 percentage of features by Spec Algorithm.
Corresponding with clustering accuracy results, we find that if we select 0.2 of features in
D1, D2, D3, and D5 by Spec Algorithm, we will get better NMI accuracy than by applying
the clustering algorithm to whole datasets.

The Spec algorithm has the best clustering-based performing measures for our five
insurance datasets.
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Table 2. Clustering accuracy where four feature selection (FS) methods were applied, showing
results for three feature percentages versus all features. Highest FS-based result is in bold.

Dataset Per. of.
Feat.

No. Sel.
Col GFSA LS Specu USFSM All-

Features

0.2 4 0.4018 0.6600 0.6600 0.5373

0.5 8 0.5983 0.5600 0.6613 0.5528D1
0.8 14 0.5720 0.5713 0.6378 0.5898

0.5713

0.2 18 0.3188 0.5370 0.5408 0.3117

0.5 44 0.3145 0.3151 0.3264 0.3152D2
0.8 70 0.3143 0.4045 0.3157 0.3153

0.4045

0.2 3 0.3201 0.3207 0.4512 0.3207

0.5 7 0.3198 0.3426 0.3168 0.3746D3
0.8 11 0.3198 0.3198 0.3148 0.3198

0.3198

0.2 3 0.5307 Mem Ex Mem Ex Mem Ex

0.5 7 0.5357 Mem Ex Mem Ex Mem ExD4
0.8 11 0.3376 Mem Ex Mem Ex Mem Ex

0.3369

0.2 2 0.4989 0.4930 0.5351 0.5220

0.5 5 0.4989 0.5389 0.4959 0.4940D5
0.8 8 0.5000 0.6307 0.4964 0.4964

0.4964

Table 3. NMI accuracy for insurance datasets.

Dataset Per. of.
Feat.

No. Sel.
Col GFSA LS Specu USFSM All-

Features

0.2 4 0.0301 0.0528 0.0528 0.0077

0.5 8 0.0301 0.0045 0.0541 0.0056D1
0.8 14 0.0082 0.0090 0.0418 0.0261

0.0090

0.2 18 0.0059 0.0033 0.0030 0.0064

0.5 44 0.0070 0.0065 0.0066 0.0065D2
0.8 70 0.0073 0.0038 0.0066 0.0065

0.0038

0.2 3 0.0865 0.0848 0.1001 0.0848

0.5 7 0.0871 0.0669 0.0903 0.0467D3
0.8 11 0.0871 0.0871 0.0927 0.0871

0.0871

0.2 3 0.0000 Mem Ex Mem Ex Mem Ex

0.5 7 0.0000 Mem Ex Mem Ex Mem ExD4
0.8 11 0.0001 Mem Ex Mem Ex Mem Ex

0.0001

0.2 2 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000

0.5 5 0.0001 0.0038 0.0000 0.0000D5
0.8 8 0.0000 0.0294 0.0000 0.0000

0.0000

Table 4 shows the KNN classification accuracy. Like clustering accuracy and KNN
accuracy, for all datasets, there is at least one subset of features which outperforms the
whole dataset in terms of KNN accuracy. This emphasizes the existence of noisy features
that negatively affect the KNN accuracy of whole datasets.
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Table 4. KNN Accuracy for insurance datasets.

Dataset Per. Of.
Feat.

No. Sel.
Col GFSA LS Specu USFSM All-

Features

0.2 4 0.6648 0.6295 0.6325 0.6613

0.5 8 0.6430 0.6530 0.6715 0.6760D1
0.8 14 0.6458 0.6695 0.6563 0.6710

0.6588

0.2 18 0.9378 0.9396 0.9388 0.9385

0.5 44 0.9352 0.9385 0.9385 0.9380D2
0.8 70 0.9343 0.9345 0.9334 0.9384

0.9347

0.2 3 0.6814 0.6828 0.6805 0.6831

0.5 7 0.8931 0.6934 0.6938 0.7394D3
0.8 11 0.8894 0.9135 0.9252 0.8950

0.9166

0.2 3 0.7336 Mem Ex Mem Ex Mem Ex

0.5 7 0.7325 Mem Ex Mem Ex Mem ExD4
0.8 11 0.7338 Mem Ex Mem Ex Mem Ex

0.7319

0.2 2 0.8030 0.8030 0.7794 0.8030
0.5 5 0.7779 0.7767 0.7789 0.7789D5
0.8 8 0.7819 0.7817 0.7794 0.7799

0.7814

Table 5 depicts the SVM classification accuracy. Like clustering accuracy and SVM
classification accuracy, for all datasets except D3, there is at least one subset of features
which outperforms using the whole dataset. This emphasizes the existence of noisy features
that negatively affect the KNN accuracy of the whole dataset.

The only exception case in our experiments is the SVM classification accuracy for D3.
We found that the best SVM accuracy occurred for the whole dataset. There is no subset
that outperforms SVM classification accuracy using all features in D3.

Table 5. SVM accuracy for insurance datasets.

Dataset Per. of.
Feat.

No. Sel.
Col GFSA LS Specu USFSM All-

Features

0.2 4 0.6035 0.5890 0.5893 0.6020

0.5 8 0.6448 0.6635 0.6598 0.6610D1
0.8 14 0.6710 0.6640 0.6618 0.6660

0.6633

0.2 18 0.9403 0.9403 0.9403 0.9403

0.5 44 0.9403 0.9403 0.9403 0.9403D2
0.8 70 0.9403 0.9403 0.9403 0.9403

0.9403

0.2 3 0.6799 0.5708 0.5708 0.5708

0.5 7 0.6792 0.6799 0.6800 0.6799D3
0.8 11 0.6787 0.6823 0.6792 0.6810

0.6829

0.2 3 0.7601 Mem Ex Mem Ex Mem Ex

0.5 7 0.7601 Mem Ex Mem Ex Mem ExD4
0.8 11 0.7601 Mem Ex Mem Ex Mem Ex

0.7601

0.2 2 0.8030 0.8030 0.8030 0.8030

0.5 5 0.8030 0.8030 0.8030 0.8030D5
0.8 8 0.8030 0.8030 0.8030 0.8030

0.8030

5. Discussion

The objective of this article is to highlight the benefit of feature selection for insurance
insights and learning-based tasks. We have proposed a framework for selecting the most
influential and discarding irrelevant and noisy features.
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We applied our framework to identify the most and least influential feature when
applying predictive or descriptive analytical algorithms. In order to demonstrate our claim,
we have collected and analysed the results of real insurance datasets publicly available in
Kaggle [48]. In most cases (all cases except one), there is at least one subset of features which
outperforms all features. This indicates that our benchmark insurance datasets contain
irrelevant features that degrade the performance of classification and clustering algorithms.

5.1. Feature Selection Methodologies

Feature selection reduces the number of given features before developing machine
learning models. It aims to remove irrelevant, redundant, and/or noisy features to both
lessen the processing time of modelling and improve the accuracy of the models. Feature
selection techniques can be classified into three types: filter, wrapper, and embedded. We
opted to use filter based feature selection methods because they are typically fast, scalable,
and applicable to high-dimensional data. In addition, they are widely used in the literature
and independent of learning algorithms, such that their results do not changed according to
the learning algorithm. In most of the feature selection algorithms, all candidates solutions,
except GFSA, are time sensitive to the number of objects (observations). These techniques
suffer from computational time issues when the number of observations is high because
their time complexity increases non-linearly as number of observations increases. As a
result, GFSA is the only algorithm which we could apply to the Health Lead Prediction
(D4) dataset. Generally, if we compare four algorithms versus all features, we find that the
set of features suggested by Spec algorithm was the best in the majority of cases, especially
for clustering-based evaluation measures like clustering and NMI accuracy.

5.2. Generating Insurance Insights

We mentioned previously that a potential benefit of feature selection for insurance
datasets is the revelation of the most important and least important features, as a pre-step to
generating business insights. Our experimental results from use of our framework revealed
the extent to which redundant and irrelevant features exist in the datasets. By identifying
which features are influencing (or not) the downstream accuracy gains, we can use these
feature level insights to assist business decision making.

From our experimental results, two examples stand out in particular. Insurance
companies tend to have more than one line of business to sell across these lines. In the car
Insurance dataset, D1, the least important feature is HHInsurance, which indicates whether
the target of the call has house insurance with this insurance provider. This immediately
indicates that targeting existing customers with house insurance will be of little reward.
Balance (yearly average bank balance) and PrevAttempts (no. of previous contacts prior
to this campaign) are the second and third least important features respectively. These
findings indicate that targeting customers with a high bank balance will be of little reward
and that customers do not necessarily tire of being contacted multiple times. The most
important features in the D1 dataset are CallStart (start time of the last call), CallEnd (end
time of the last call), and Communication (contact communication type). This knowledge
enables the company to target particular times of the day to call, choose the particular
communication type that works best, and tailor call scripts to favour long or short calls
as appropriate.

In the Medical Insurance Claim Fraud dataset, D2, the most important features are
gender, location, and number of claims. Knowledge of these factors will allow investigators
to target groups of claims for further examination. Fee charge and cause are the least
important features and this indicates that the value of the claim and the cause giving rise to
medical treatment are not relevant and that focusing on a particular type of claim or value
of claim is not likely to uncover fraud.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work

The insurance sector has become an intensively data-driven industry, enabling it to offer
services that are more responsive to customer needs. Accurate information and insights are
required to support decision making. Insurance datasets usually contain irrelevant, noisy, and/or
redundant features. These features can negatively affect machine learning techniques, suggesting
their removal prior to applying any data analytics algorithms. We propose a framework for select-
ing the most influential features before applying predictive or descriptive analytical algorithms.
We also demonstrate how the feature selection process itself, apart from its role in improving
downstream algorithmic performance, can provide insights for insurers that can lead to practical
action. The experiments based on real insurance datasets indicate that the application of machine
learning techniques based on a set of selected features suggested by feature selection algorithms
outperforms the application without employing feature selection. In some cases, we found that
half of the features or more in insurance datasets are redundant and irrelevant.
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